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The ability of natural killer (NK) cells to
kill virus-infected cells depends on the
presence of ligands for activation recep-
tors on the target cells. We found the
presence of few, if any, NKp30 and NK46
ligands on T cell blasts infected with HIV,
although NKp44 ligands were found on
infected cells. HIV does induce the NKG2D
ligands ULBP-1, -2, and -3. These ligands
are involved in triggering NK cells to kill

autologous HIV-infected cells, because
interfering with the interaction between
NKG2D, but not NKp46, on NK cells and
its ligands on HIV-infected cells drasti-
cally reduced the lysis of infected cells.
Interfering with the binding of the NK-cell
coreceptors NTB-A and 2B4 to their li-
gands also decreased destruction by NK
cells. The coreceptor ligands, NTB-A and
CD48, were also found to be down-

regulated during the course of HIV infec-
tion. Thus, ligands for NK-cell receptors
are modulated during the course of HIV
infection, which may greatly alter NK cells’
ability to kill the infected cells. (Blood.
2007;110:1207-1214)
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Introduction

NK cells are a distinct subset of cytotoxic lymphocytes that are an
important first line of defense against several viruses that recognize
and destroy infected cells without prior sensitization to viral
antigens. The key role that NK cells play in protecting against
certain viruses in vivo was initially highlighted in studies of mice
depleted of NK cells and infected with mouse hepatitis virus,
murine cytomegalovirus, and vaccinia virus.1

In humans, disseminated, life-threatening herpes virus infections
occur in patients with NK-cell deficiencies.2 Moreover, low or dysfunc-
tional NK-cell activity is associated with frequent herpes virus infec-
tions.3,4 The importance of NK-cell responses in controlling viruses is
underscored by the observation that many viruses (eg, herpes, adeno-,
papilloma, and hepatitis viruses) have developed mechanisms to thwart
NK-cell responses.5 At this time, little is known about how HIV triggers
NK cells to kill infected cells and whether the virus has developed
mechanisms to prevent NK-cell–mediated clearance.

Unlike virus-infected cells, normal cells are protected from
NK-cell destruction because major histocompatibility complex
class I molecules (MHC-I) interact with inhibitory receptors
(iNKR) present on NK cells.6-8 However, when viruses down-
modulate MHC-I on infected cells to avoid virus-specific CTL
recognition, infected cells can be destroyed by NK cells because
infected cells lack the ligands that bind the NK-cell iNKR.7,9

Three major families of the iNKR receptors that interact with
different MHC-I on target cells modulate NK cells. The first family
of iNKR receptors is designated killer immunoglobulin (Ig)-like
receptors (KIR), whose members have various numbers of Ig
domains and ligand specificities.10,11 KIR with 2 Ig domains

(KIR2DL1, -2, and -3, also known as CD158a and -b) bind to
different alleles of human leukocyte antigen C (HLA-C) mol-
ecules.7 KIR with 3 Ig domains (KIR3DL1) recognize different
alleles of HLA-B and HLA-A (ie, HLA-Bw4 serotypes) mol-
ecules,12 and a homodimer of KIR3DL2 binds specific haplotypes
of HLA-A molecules.13 The second family of iNKR receptors on
NK cells is a lectin-like heterodimer consisting of CD94 associated
with NKG2A/B, a molecule that binds to HLA-E, a nonclassic
MHC-I. HLA-E presents leader peptides of HLA-A, -B, and -C on
the cell surface.14,15 The last family of iNKR receptors, designated
Ig-like transcripts-2, recognizes multiple HLA types.16 Even though
the iNKR receptors differ in specificity, they all contain immunore-
ceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs (ITIMs) in their cytoplas-
mic regions.16-18 The ITIMs function to recruit and lead to the
activation of inhibitory phosphatases, such as Src-homology do-
main-containing tyrosine phosphatases (SHP)-1 and SHP-2.19

HIV-infected cells down-modulate MHC-I,20 and NK cells kill
cells with low levels of MHC-I.9 Thus, it follows that HIV-infected
cells should be susceptible to NK-cell–mediated killing. However,
we have demonstrated that peripheral blood NK cells cannot kill
HIV-infected, autologous T-cell blasts efficiently despite down-
modulation of MHC-I.21 Cohen et al22 showed that selective
down-regulation of MHC-I by HIV renders the infected cells
resistant to NK-cell killing, and, because the HLA-C and -E
remaining on the cell surface trigger iNKR, protection of the
infected cells results. We20 and others23-26 have observed that,
remarkably, HLA-C and -E iNKR are only expressed on a subset of
NK cells. Therefore, we reasoned that HLA-C and -E prevent
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some, but not all, NK cells from destroying HIV-infected cells. In
support of this idea, we demonstrated that NK cells lacking HLA-C
and -E iNKR kill autologous HIV-infected T cells.20 Because
HIV-infected CD4-positive (CD4�) T cells are killed by NK cells
regardless of HLA-C and -E presence, HLA-C and -E may not be
solely responsible for restraining the response.

Lack of, or impaired expression of, MHC-I is not sufficient to
account for killing by NK cells.27 Engagement of activating
receptors on infected cells is required to trigger NK cells to kill.
A variety of surface receptors can induce NK-cell activation. The
Ig-like domain containing natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCR)
NKp30, NKp44, and NKp46, and the C-type lectin NKG2D
receptor, are described as the major NK-cell–activating receptors.28

It is thought that triggering NK-cell activation through NKG2D
and the NCR can be regulated after engagement of iNKR,29-32

although the strength of the activating signal may overcome the
effects of iNKR engagement.27

The cellular ligands for human NCR are not known at this time;
however, influenza hemagglutinin has been identified as a viral
ligand for the NKp46 receptor.33 In contrast, human NKG2D
ligands consist of 2 classes of MHC-I like molecules: human
cytomegalovirus UL-16 binding proteins (ULBP) and MHC-I
related chain (MIC). These molecules are expressed only on
“stressed” cells upon DNA damage and replication inhibition-
induced DNA repair pathways,34 and thus, signal NK-cell–
mediated destruction of the stress-ligand bearing cells.

In addition to the NCR and NKG2D, another set of NK-
cell–activating receptors has been identified that are categorized as
coreceptors because of their ability to amplify NK-cell cytotoxicity
when triggered along with a major activating receptor.35 Both the
CD244/2B4 receptor and the NK-T-B cell antigen (NTB-A) are
members of the CD2 subfamily of receptors, and their ligands have

been identified as CD4836 and NTB-A itself, respectively.37,38

Previous studies have shown that certain lymphoblastic leukemias
are able to down-regulate the expression of CD48 and NTB-A,
thereby escaping destruction by NK cells.39

Although HIV-infected cells can be killed by NK cells lacking
iNKR to HLA-C and -E, it remains to be determined what triggers
the NK cells to kill HIV-infected cells. Here we determined
whether the ligands for NCRs and NKG2D, as well as the ligands
for the NK-cell coreceptors, NTB-A and 2B4, on HIV-infected
cells are important in triggering NK cells to kill the infected cells.
In addition, we determined whether HIV modulates these mol-
ecules on infected cells.

Materials and methods

HIV infection of CD4� T cells

Peripheral blood was obtained from healthy HIV seronegative donors after
informed consent was obtained in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and the policies of the Institutional Review Board for the
protection of human subjects at SUNY Upstate Medical University,
Syracuse, NY, and Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, IL. CD4� T
cells were obtained from peripheral blood mononuclear cells and stimulated
with phytohemagglutinin as described previously.21 CD4� T-cell blasts
were infected with 103 50% tissue culture infective dose (TCID50) (Figure 7
only) or 104 TCID50 of either of the R5 strains, HIV-1SF162 or HIV-1SF128A,

by spin-inoculation as described previously40 or spun with medium as an
uninfected control. Five to 7 days after infection, cells were used in
cytotoxicity assays or prepared for flow cytometric analysis.

Antibodies

The mouse antihuman CD4, CD48, and MICA/B antibodies were pur-
chased from BD Biosciences (La Jolla, CA), and the anti-NTB-A antibody

Figure 1. Expression of NKp30 or NKp46 ligands on HIV-infected primary T cells. (A) The COS-7 cell line was stained with either soluble NKp30-Fc or NKp46-Fc fusion
proteins followed with goat antihuman secondary reagent or the secondary reagent alone. (B) Uninfected and (C) HIV-1SF162–infected CD4� T cells were stained with soluble
NCR as in panel A, fixed and permeabilized, and stained with mouse anti-HIV-1 p24 monoclonal antibodies and rabbit antimouse secondary reagent. Histograms were gated
on 104 viable (panels A,B) or 104 HIV-1 p24 Ag� cells (panel C). Dot plots shown are of 3 � 104 cells in the viable gate from cultures of T-cell blasts infected with HIV-1SF162

(panels D,E) and HIV-1SF128A (panels F,G), and the numbers represent the percentage of viable cells within each quadrant. Data are representative of 3 separate studies.
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used for surface staining was purchased from Biolegend (San Diego, CA).
The soluble fusion proteins of NKp30, NKp44, NKp46, and NKG2D
receptors with the Fc portion of human IgG and mouse antihuman ULBP-1,
-2, or -3 antibodies were obtained from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN).
The following monoclonal antibodies were a kind gift from Dr A. Moretta
(University of Genoa, Genoa, Italy): MA127 and ON56 (IgG1 and IgG2b
isotypes, respectively, anti-NTB-A antibody), PP35 and CO54 (IgG1 and
IgM isotypes, anti-2B4 antibody), and BAT221 (IgG1, anti-NKG2D
antibody). Allophycocyanin (APC) and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-
conjugated goat antihuman IgG Fc-specific antibodies were obtained from
Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories (West Grove, PA). FITC-conju-
gated rabbit antimouse IgG Fc-specific antibodies were from Dako
Colorado (Fort Collins, CO). The 2 anti-HIV-1 p24 monoclonal antibodies
used for intracellular flow cytometry staining were obtained from the
National Institutes of Health AIDS Research and Reference Reagent
Program (Germantown, MD). The human monoclonal antibody clone
71-31 was deposited by Dr S. Zolla-Pazner,41 and the mouse monoclonal
antibody clone AG3.0 by Dr J. Allan.42 The mouse anti-HIV-1 p24
monoclonal antibody, KC57, was purchased from Beckman Coulter
(Fullerton, CA). See Figure S1 (available on the Blood website; see the
Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article) for details of
the staining patterns of various clones of anti-HIV-1 p24 antibodies.

Staining and analysis of uninfected and HIV-infected T-cell blasts
for ligands of NK-cell activation receptors and coreceptors

Uninfected and HIV-infected CD4� T-cell blasts were washed 3 times with
Ca2�/Mg2�-free phosphate-buffered saline with 2% fetal bovine serum and
0.1% NaN3 (flow buffer). After the final wash, 106 of either uninfected or
HIV-infected CD4� T-cell blasts in flow buffer at a concentration of 107/mL
were stained with titered concentrations of soluble fusion proteins or
monoclonal antibodies for 20 minutes at 4°C. After washing samples twice
with flow buffer, the cells were stained with the appropriate fluorochrome-
conjugated secondary reagents, washed twice in flow buffer and fixed and
permeabilized as described previously.21 After perm-fixing, cells were
stained with either human or mouse anti-HIV-1 p24 antibody as described
previously.20,21 Viable uninfected and/or HIV-p24 Ag-positive (Ag�) cells
were acquired using a LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose,
CA). Acquired samples were analyzed using the Cellquest program (BD
Biosciences) or FlowJo (Treestar, Ashland, OR).

Cytotoxicity assay

Target cells for 51Cr release assays were prepared by depletion of CD4� T
cells from HIV-infected cells as described previously.20 Purity of the
infected cells after depletion was less than 5% CD4� and CD4-negative
(CD4�) cells were more than 95% HIV-1 p24 Ag� as determined by flow
cytometric analysis (see Figure S2). NK cells were obtained from the same
donors who provided CD4� T cells for our studies using immunomagnetic
bead isolation with anti-CD56 antibody coupled to magnetic beads (Stem
Cell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) as described previously.20

CD56-positive (CD56�) cells were depleted of CD3-positive (CD3�) cells
using anti-CD3 antibody coupled to magnetic beads according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Dynal, Brown Deer, WI) and rested overnight
before use in cytotoxicity assays. NK cells were not treated with cytokines
at any time. Saturating concentrations (10 �g/mL) of specific monoclonal
antibodies blocking NK-cell receptors were added for 30 minutes at 4°C
before and at 37°C during the cytotoxicity assays. Determination of
NK-cell killing of HIV-infected cells was done using the 51Cr release assay
as described previously.20

Results

Determining the expression of ligands for natural cytotoxicity
receptors on HIV-infected cells

Because triggering natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCR) on NK cells
leads to destruction of NCR ligand-expressing target cells,43,44 we

wanted to determine whether HIV-infected CD4� T cells expressed the
NKp30 and NKp46 ligands. For this purpose, we stained the surface
of primary CD4� T cells infected with 2 different strains of
HIV-1 and uninfected CD4� T cells with soluble human
NKp30-Ig and NKp46-Ig fusion proteins. To detect cells
possessing virus, we stained for intracellular HIV-1 p24 Ag. As a
positive control for detecting NCR ligands, we used NKp30-
positive (NKp30�) and NKp46-positive (NKp46�) cell lines as
control.45 Although NKp30 and NKp46 ligands are detected on
the surface of the cell lines COS-7 (Figure 1A) and 293T (data
not shown), they were absent on uninfected CD4� T cells
(Figure 1B). Only a small percentage (6.97% and 4.39%,
respectively) of HIV-1SF162–infected cells expressed NKp30 and
NKp46 ligand (Figure 1C-E). Cells infected with the HIV-
1SF128A strain did not express the NKp30 and NKp46 ligands
(Figure 1F,G).

Recent studies demonstrated that CD4� T cells from subjects
infected with HIV express the NKp44 ligand.46 In the present study, we
wanted to determine whether HIV-infected CD4� T cells expressing

Figure 2. Expression of NKp44 ligands on HIV-infected primary T cells.
(A,C) uninfected and (B,D) HIV-1SF162– or HIV-1SF128A–infected CD4� T cells
stained with soluble NKp44/IgG Fc fusion protein and goat antihuman secondary reagent
followed by intracellular staining with mouse anti-HIV-1 p24 antibodies. Dot plots shown
are of 3 � 104 cells in the viable gate from cultures of T-cell blasts infected with HIV, and
the numbers represent the percentage of viable cells within each quadrant. (E) The
percentage of HIV-1 p24 Ag� ( ) and p24 Ag� (———) infected cells that are NKp44
ligand-positive. Data are representative of 3 separate studies.
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virus possess the NKp44 ligand. To demonstrate the presence of NKp44
ligand, we stained HIV-infected and uninfected CD4� T cells with an
NKp44-Ig fusion protein. We also stained cells for intracellular HIV-1
p24 Ag. Figure 2A,C demonstrate limited expression of NKp44 ligand
on uninfected CD4� T cells (0.28% of CD4� cells). However, when
infected with HIV-1SF162, CD4� T cells express NKp44 ligands in
33.93% of the cells (Figure 2B,E). Infection with another HIV
strain, HIV-1SF128A, also induced NKp44 ligand on the cells
(23.34% [Figure 2D]). These studies demonstrate that HIV-
infected cells express little, if any, NKp30 and NKp46 ligands,
although they did express NKp44 ligands.

HIV-infected cells express the NKG2D ligands ULBP-1, -2, and -3

NKG2D, an activation receptor on NK cells, is capable of
triggering NK cells to kill target cells expressing its ligands.47 To
determine whether HIV-infected cells express the ligands for
NKG2D, we stained cells with soluble NKG2D-Ig fusion protein.
We also stained cells for intracellular HIV-1 p24 Ag. As demon-
strated in Figure 3A,E, NKG2D ligands are present on the infected
cell surface. These same ligands are absent on uninfected CD4� T
cells (Figure 3B). NKG2D ligands are evident on the infected cells
expressing detectable HIV-1 p24 antigen (Figure 3D,F), but few are
found on the HIV-1 p24-negative population (Figure 3C). Thus,
NKG2D ligands are induced on HIV-infected cells containing
detectable HIV antigen.

Human NKG2D ligands consist of the MHC-I like molecules
ULBP-1, -2, and -3, as well as MIC-A and -B.48 We determined
which ligands are present on HIV-infected cells. Antibodies
directed to the various ULBP and MIC molecules were used to
detect specific NKG2D ligands on infected cells. Figure 4A-C
demonstrates the presence of all 3 ULBPs on HIV-1SF162-
infected cells. Neither MICA nor MICB is present on HIV-
infected cells (Figure 4D-F), but can be seen on HeLa cells.
Thus, HIV induces ULBP-1, -2, and -3 but not MICA or MICB
on infected CD4� T cells.

Ligands for NKG2D trigger NK cells to kill HIV-infected cells

Because HIV-infected cells express NKG2D ligands, we wanted to
determine whether the ligands trigger NK cells to kill HIV-infected
cells. For this purpose, we evaluated the ability of NK cells to
destroy autologous HIV-infected cells (CD4�/HIV-1 p24 Ag�) in a
4-hour 51Cr release assay in the presence of interfering antibodies
to NKG2D. As shown in Figure 5, we were able to significantly
decrease (P � .05) the ability of NK cells to kill HIV-infected cells
when NKG2D’s ability to bind to its ligands was blocked. The
specificity of this interaction is confirmed; blocking NK cells with
an anti-NKp46 monoclonal antibody did not significantly reduce
killing (Figure 5D), because NKp46 ligands are not expressed
on HIV-infected cells (Figure 1C-E). Thus, NKG2D ligands
present on HIV-infected cells are able to induce the cytotoxic
response of NK cells.

NTB-A and CD48 trigger the killing of autologous infected CD4�

cells by NK cells and are down-modulated during
the course of HIV-1 infection

Both NTB-A and 2B4 serve as coreceptors during NK-cell activation
and thus augment NK-cell killing when one of the major NK-cell
receptors is also triggered.28 NTB-A is triggered through homophilic
binding, whereas 2B4 recognizes the GPI-linked protein CD48. Both of
these ligands are present on CD4� cells. Because we found
NKG2D ligands on HIV-infected cells (Figures 3-4), we investi-
gated the possibility that NTB-A and CD48 also serve as
coactivating ligands on infected CD4� cells to trigger NK-cell–
mediated cytotoxicity. HIV-infected cells (CD4�/HIV-1 p24
Ag�) were used as targets in a 4-hour 51Cr release assay using
NK cells treated with either an isotype control antibody or
masked with anti–NTB-A or anti-2B4 monoclonal antibodies as
effectors. A significant (P � .05) decrease in target cell destruc-
tion was detected after masking of the NK-cell coreceptors,
indicating that NK-cell killing of autologous HIV-infected
blasts depends on NTB-A and 2B4 (Figure 6).

Figure 3. CD4� T-lymphocytes infected
with HIV-1 express NKG2D ligands. CD4�

T cells (B,F) uninfected or (A,C,D) infected
with HIV-1SF162 or (E,F) HIV-1SF128A were
stained with NKG2D/IgG Fc fusion proteins
and goat antihuman secondary reagent fol-
lowed by staining with mouse anti–HIV-1
p24 antibodies. Numbers in the dot plots
represent the percentage of viable cells
within each quadrant. Histograms (panels
B-D) show expression of NKG2D ligand on
uninfected, HIV-1 p24 Ag� infected cells and
HIV-1 p24 Ag� infected cells, respectively.
(F) The histogram with the dotted line repre-
sents cells stained with secondary antibod-
ies alone, the histogram with the thin line
represents uninfected cells, and the histo-
gram with the bold line represents HIV-1 p24
Ag� cells. These are representative of 5
separate experiments.
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Because HIV is able to modulate MHC-I, CD4, and NKG2D
ligand expression on infected target cells, we also investigated the
possibility that the surface levels of NTB-A and CD48 were altered
on virus-infected cells. During infection with 2 R5 strains, both
CD48 (Figure 7A,C,D) and NTB-A (Figure 7B,E,F) are down-
modulated from the cell surface.

Discussion

We demonstrated in this study that, on HIV-infected cells, NKG2D
ligands are responsible for triggering NK cells to kill HIV-infected
cells. The amount of killing of HIV-infected cells by autologous
NK cells varies from donor to donor and ranges from less than 1%
to as high as 30% at an E/T ratio of 10:1 in donors we have tested.
Only studies that show a detectable amount of killing have been
included here. It is noteworthy that although the majority of
CD56�, CD3-negative (CD3�) NK cells are NKG2D-positive
(NKG2D�), there was no correlation between the level of NK-
cell–mediated killing of HIV-infected cells and the percentage of
NK cells that were NKG2D� (see Figure S3). In contrast, the

percentage of cells that is double-positive for NKG2D and the
HLA-E binding inhibitory receptor, NKG2A, differs dramatically
among the donors used in this study and corresponds to the level of
killing observed. This is important because HLA-E molecules
remain on the cell surface during HIV infection.20,22 However, it
should be pointed out that other factors besides inhibitory or
activating receptors may come into play with regard to the
variability observed in NK killing of HIV-infected cells, because
there are a wide range of responses even concerning NK-cell
killing of MHC class I negative K562 target cells.20

The NKG2D ligands on HIV-infected cells that trigger NK cells
are ULBP-1, -2, and -3, but not MICA or MICB (Figure 4). All 3
ULBPs are equally likely to stimulate NK cells to kill.49 We show
that the ligands for the NTB-A and 2B4 coreceptors are responsible
for inducing NK-cell killing. We also demonstrate that NCR
ligands are not likely to trigger NK cells to destroy HIV-infected
cells because few if any NCR ligands are expressed on the
infected cell surface.

Ligands for the NCRs NKp30 and NKp46 are expressed on
few, if any, uninfected or HIV-infected T cells (Figure 1). They
are, however, expressed by tumor cell lines (Figure 1A), in

Figure 4. CD4� T-lymphocytes infected with HIV-1
express NKG2D ligands ULBP -1, -2, and -3 but not
MICA or MICB. (Top panels) Uninfected and HIV-
1SF162–infected primary T-cell blasts were stained with
antibodies directed to ULBP-1, -2, and -3, and a rabbit
antimouse secondary reagent followed by intracellular
staining with a monoclonal human anti-p24 antibody.
(Bottom panels) The NKG2D ligands MICA and MICB
were detected using specific antibodies on HIV-1 p24
Ag� infected cells and uninfected CD4� T cells. The
HeLa cell line was used as a positive control for MICA
and MICB expression. MFI � mean fluorescent inten-
sity of antibody used for staining the cells. Data are
representative of 3 separate studies.

Figure 5. Interfering with the interaction between NKG2D and its ligands on HIV-infected T cells decreases NK-cell killing of the infected cells. (A,B,D) CD4�/HIV-1
p24 Ag� HIV-1SF162– or (C) HIV-1SF128A–infected primary T cells were exposed to autologous NK cells treated in the absence ( ) or presence (�) of anti-NKG2D blocking
monoclonal antibodies or anti-NKp46 blocking monoclonal antibodies (panel D, ) in a 4-hour cytotoxicity assay (*, P � .05; t test). Error bars represent standard deviation of
the mean. Panels A,B, and D are 3 separate donors; panels C and D are from the same donor.
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agreement with results from previous studies.45 As reported
previously, NKp44 ligands are expressed on cells when exposed
to peptides found in HIV-1 gp41 or when exposed to soluble
HIV-1 gp160.46 In fact, a significant percentage of NKp44
ligand was seen on HIV-infected cells exposed to the virus.
However, this up-regulation of ligand does not affect the
cytotoxicity measured, because NKp44 is only expressed on
cytokine-stimulated NK cells50,51 and is not found on the resting
NK cells used in our assays.

Although NCR ligands are not found on HIV-1 p24 Ag� cells,
the NKG2D ligands are present on HIV-infected cells. The level of
NKG2D ligand expression is comparable with that found on
previously reported cell lines.32 The expression of NKG2D ligands
was mostly limited to HIV-1 p24 Ag-expressing HIV-infected cells.
This is important with respect to the recognition of HIV-infected
cells by NK cells, in that only HIV-infected cells down-modulate
MHC-I molecules, which, in turn, inhibit NK-cell responses. It
should be pointed out that not all infected cells express NKG2D
ligands, and other NK-cell activation ligands may be involved in
triggering NK-cell cytotoxicity. Moreover, blocking NK-cell kill-

ing was not complete despite interfering with the interaction
between NKG2D and its ligands with blocking antibody (Figure 5).
Although both HLA-C and -E molecules have specific activation
receptors on NK cells, we have ruled out the role of these activating
receptors in triggering NK cells to kill HIV-infected cells in our
previous studies.20 Thus, we endeavor to determine if novel
activating ligands on HIV-infected cells trigger NK cells.

The specific NKG2D ligands expressed on HIV-1 p24 Ag�

HIV-infected cells were ULBP 1-3, but not MICA or MICB. This is
in agreement with a recent study, which demonstrated that HIV-
infected primary CD4� T cells express ULBP-1 and -2 but not
MICA on the surface.52 Studies by Molinero et al53 demonstrated
the expression of MICA on 63%-84% of CD4� T cells. We found
no expression of MICA on CD4� T cells, despite the presence of
the antigen on HeLa cells. We used 2 different clones of monoclo-
nal anti-MICA antibody and did not detect this protein on the CD4�

T-cell surface (data not shown). Molinero et al53 used polyclonal
anti-MICA rabbit sera rather than monoclonal antibodies. High
fluorescent background levels were detected in cells stained with
normal rabbit sera (11%-32% positive) whereas less than 0.1% of

Figure 6. Preventing the interaction between NK-cell coreceptors and their ligands on HIV-infected cells decreases NK-cell killing of the targets. (A,B) CD4�/HIV-1
p24 Ag� HIV-1SF128A–infected or (C) HIV-1SF162–infected primary T cells were exposed to autologous NK cells treated in the absence (isotype control) or presence of anti-2B4 or
NTB-A blocking monoclonal antibodies in a 4-hour cytotoxicity assay. Panels A through C represent 3 separate experiments involving 3 different donors (*, P � .05; t test). Error
bars represent standard deviation of the mean.

Figure 7. HIV-1 down-modulates NTB-A and CD48 on infected cells. Primary T-cell blasts either were left uninfected or were infected with 103 TCID50 HIV-1SF162 or
HIV-1SF128A. Cells were surface-stained for (A,C,D) CD48, or (B,E,F) NTB-A followed by intracellular staining for the HIV-1 p24 capsid protein using the human 71-31
monoclonal antibody and goat antihuman secondary antibody. Data are representative of at least 3 different experiments with different donors. In panels A and B, the numbers
in the corners of the plot quadrants are the percentage of viable cells that express the specific markers. Histogram representation of all viable cells is shown in panels C through
F (� represents isotype control staining, ——— represents surface staining of viable uninfected cells, and represents surface staining of viable HIV-infected cells).
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PHA-stimulated CD4� cells were positive using mouse isotype
control antibodies in our study. Despite the high level of back-
ground staining with normal rabbit sera, the difference in anti-
MICA staining may be attributable to the absence of IL-2 in the
medium of stimulated cells in the studies by Molinero et al.53 IL-2
(200 U/mL) was present during the stimulation and culture of
CD4� T cells in our studies. Lack of IL-2 during stimulation may
induce cell stress, thereby leading to induction of MICA expression.

We show here for the first time that NKG2D ligands on
HIV-infected cells trigger NK cells to kill in the absence of
antibodies and cytokine exposure. This is surprising because
previous reports have indicated that NKG2D alone may not be able
to trigger “resting” NK cells to kill cell lines and that coreceptors
may be involved in triggering resting NK cells to degranulate.54 For
example, crosslinking NKG2D and 2B4 on unstimulated NK cells
has been shown to increase Ca2� flux and degranulation compared
with either receptor alone.54 We found that the ligands of the
coreceptors 2B4 and NTB-A are found on CD4� T cells. We did not
observe the expression of CRACC or the DNAM ligand CD155 on
CD4� T cells (data not shown).

It is noteworthy that both NTB-A and CD48 are down-
modulated on the surface of HIV-infected cells compared with
uninfected control cells. The suboptimal triggering of 2B4 and
NTB-A together with NKG2D ligands may still be enough to
trigger resting NK cells to kill HIV-infected targets, although it
should be pointed out that killing may not be optimal if the
coreceptor ligand expression was not at the levels found on
uninfected cells.54 One way to evaluate this is to cross-link 2B4 and
NTB-A on NK cells when exposed to HIV-infected cells. The
interactions of all 3 receptors for proper assessment of their
respective contributions to a triggering signal would be desirable.
However, we have been unable to purify a sufficiently large
number of unstimulated NK cells and infected primary CD4� cells
to perform the study.

The presence of NKG2D ligands on the surface of HIV-1 p24
Ag� HIV-infected cells, and the absence of these ligands on
uninfected CD4� cells and the HIV-1 p24 Ag� compartment of the
HIV-infected cells, indicates that the production of HIV is neces-
sary for the expression of NKG2D ligands. Expression of NKG2D
ligand is dependent on activation of ATM/ATR, which is triggered
by stress from the DNA damage pathway.34 HIV Vpr leads to
activation of ATR.55-57 It is possible that Vpr is responsible for the
expression of NKG2D ligand on infected cells.

If Vpr is indeed involved in NKG2D ligand expression, the
induction of NKG2D ligands on the infected cells would seem
counterproductive to the virus. However, Vpr has the advantage of
inducing G2 arrest and increasing efficient preintegration events in
the host cells and thus provides the virus an advantage in increasing
the production of virions.55,56 The virus seems to offset the
capability of activating NK cells efficiently by down-regulating the
ligands for the 2B4 and NTB-A coreceptors on the infected cell
surface. The decreased expression of CD48 and NTB-A is further
compounded by our earlier observation that HLA-C and -E
expression on infected cells may decrease the ability of some NK-
cell subsets20 to become activated despite NKG2D expression.
Moreover, NK-cell receptors are modulated during the course of
HIV infection.50,58,59 Future studies, using NK cells from
viremic patients with HIV as effector cells to test cytotoxicity
against infected targets will help to demonstrate the in vivo
relevance of the modulation of activating ligands by the virus.
This intricate interplay of surface receptor and ligand modula-
tion seems to enable HIV to avoid the brunt of NK-cell–
mediated immune function.
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